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Learn the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK Guide, Fourth Edition, in a

unique and inspiring way with Head First PMP . The second edition of this book helps you prepare

for the PMP certification exam using a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works.

You'll find a full-length sample exam included inside the book.More than just proof of passing a test,

a PMP certification means that you have the knowledge to solve most common project problems.

But studying for a difficult four-hour exam on project management isn't easy, even for experienced

project managers. Drawing on the latest research in neurobiology, cognitive science, and learning

theory, Head First PMP offers you a multi-sensory experience that helps the material stick, not a

text-heavy approach that puts you to sleep. This book will help you:Learn PMP's underlying

concepts to help you understand the PMBOK principles and pass the certification exam with flying

colorsGet 100% coverage of the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK Guide,

Fourth Edition, including two new processes: Collect Requirements and Identify StakeholdersMake

use of a thorough and effective preparation guide with hundreds of practice questions and exam

strategiesExplore the material through puzzles, games, problems, and exercises that make learning

easy and entertainingHead First PMP puts project management principles into context to help you

understand, remember, and apply them -- not just on the exam, but also on the job.
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I'm a baby boomer who just passed the PMP exam on the first try. I couldn't see spending $2,500

for one of those boot camp courses, so I bought three books from , printed my copy of the PMBOK,

and started my self-study program.For exam prep purposes, Head First Pmp: A Brain-Friendly

Guide to Passing the Project Management Professional Exam was by far the best. The approach is

a little unusual, but the combination of pictures, humor and active exercises really works to help you

learn the material. The practice exercises and the full 200 question test were challenging enough to

make the real exam seem relatively easy. You can also take the practice test online if you want.For

the purpose of self-studying for the exam, I'd have to give this book top ratings. It definitely helped

me.

Overview:---------I just passed the PMP exam -- 4th edition of the PMBOK based. The test does

require quite a bit of preparation. I have many years of project management experience, so I have a

strong practical background. The PMBOK covers a very large body of material which is summarized

at a high level in the PMBOK. You must have a combination of practical experience and extensive

book knowledge of the PMBOK to pass the exam.I would start with this book before reading the

PMBOK material. The approach in the book is very effective and gives you a very solid overview of

the key PMBOK items. After studying this book and doing the practice test in the back, I would then

suggest that you go over the PMBOK 4th edition several times followed by doing a lot of practice

tests. Practice tests are critical so you can figure out how to properly interpret what the question is

asking.Appoach:--------The book uses a series of techniques -- stories, use cases, crossword

puzzles, flash card type quizzes (a range of memonic tricks). It may seem a bit odd but it does really

work. The reason why I say start with this book is that you need to have solid overview of all the

subject areas and processes before you try to connect lots of detailed information that makes up the

PMBOK knowledge space.There are many other books out there to study for the PMP exam. But, if

the book does not take a top-down approach, you can very quickly get confused with the PMBOK

terminology and processes.There is a large amount of information available on the internet. When

you are taking the practice tests, you should make a list of any terms you are not familiar with and

then look them up later. This is a very helpful way to get a feel for the scope and level of detail that

you need to know about items defined in the PMBOK and project management world.

[...]. Before you look at it, I'd like to mention that this title being reviewed, Head First PMP, helped

me.I went through four books: Rita Mulcahy's, Kim Heldman's, Andy Crowe's, and Head First

PMP.Mulchay's book just turned me off. I did not appreciate being talked down to by the



self-proclaimed *itch goddess. Sure it contains some good content but: (1) her book is cluttered, (2)

her tone is dismissive, and (3) the title was not edited professionally. You can pass the PMP without

having to put up with her *rap.Heldman's isn't bad. Both authors are women but while Mulcahy is

the kind you'll wish you never met, Heldman is sweet and kindly in her tone. Both women know their

stuff but Kim knows how to present it in an inoffensive manner.Crowe was highly recommended and

as I discovered, rightfully so. It has a companion website that was useful.And then there's Head

First PMP! It employs an unorthodox style but it works. It is an effective learning book. The magnet

exercises are useful. The "there are no dumb questions" columns contain insightful questions. And

so forth. To be sure, I found that some parts of it were "corny." In my opinion, those parts did not

contribute enough to justify their presence. Generally speaking however, the title was well-written

and well-edited.

I have been PMP certified recently. PMP certification really needs a lot of work. I first took my official

training hours. However i felt as if "lost in space" after that training. It included lots of definitions and

processes but no real business matter know how. Studying for PMP seemed to me like a lot of work

to do. Then i got "Head First PMP" book. This was really a turning point for me. Reading this book

was a real joy. It taught me the underlying concepts in such an interesting way and helped me gain

a lot of knowledge. It has a special way of getting information to stick in your mind "just as promised

by the authors". I got several books later just to make sure i got everything right. I got the Andy

Crew book which was a good one too. I got the PMBOK guide and Rita's book. However though

they were good none of them was as good and as interesting to read as the Head First PMP.I really

recommend this should be the first book to read. It's just WONDERFUL.I want to thank the Head

First team for there wonderful effort. I fell in love with this series of books that i bought 4 other Head

First books.Thank you

This is the only PMP-related book that you need to pass the certification exam. It taught me

EVERYTHING that I needed to pass. I got my official training hours via [...] and did NOT take one of

those 4-5 day training classes.After reading Head First PMP, I was a little scared, so I bought Andy

Crowe's "The PMP Exam: How to Pass on Your First Try". That book was a good review, and it

boosted my confidence, but I didn't need it. Andy Crowe's book was well-written and easy-to-read,

but it didn't "teach" me the subject matter. Head First PMP "taught" me the subject matter. I was an

experience PM at the time, but knew NOTHING (literally) about the PMBOK before reading the

book.I didn't buy "Rita's Book", perhaps because of the hype. I can't say if her book is good.I've



since bought 3 Head First books and my co-workers have bought dozens of them. I'm currently

studying Head First Design Patterns with 5 colleagues. I'm using Head First SQL to teach a class to

2 colleagues. I am reviewing Head First PMP with a Project Manager at work to help her pursue the

PMP certification. I'm periodically reading Head First Excel, because I was tired of being

embarrased that I'm a software developer / PM and didn't know how to use Excel. They are GREAT

books. I recommend them all.
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